
 

Welcome to SHAAP’s weekly media monitoring service: 22 October – 29 October 2020 

Covid-19: Scotland to ease pub and restaurant restrictions 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-54697056 

Pubs and restaurants in many areas of Scotland will be able to serve alcohol indoors again from next 

week, the first minister has announced. Nicola Sturgeon said the move would allow licensed 

premises in level two of the country's new five-tier system to serve alcohol with a meal until 20:00. 

In level three areas - likely to be much of the central belt - they can reopen until 18:00 but cannot 

serve alcohol. The new rules will start on Monday. The level that each of the 32 council areas in 

Scotland will fall under is expected to be confirmed on Thursday. […] 

Source: BBC News, 27 October 2020 

Drop in breathalyser tests 'means drivers think they can get away with offences' 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/10/27/drop-breathalyser-tests-means-drivers-think-can-

get-away-offences/ 

Drivers believe they can get away with some offences, road experts have warned as breathalyser 

tests for drink-driving fell to their lowest level on record amid police cuts […] 

Source: The Telegraph, 27 October 2020 [Free Trial / Subscription] 

Circuit breaker hits pubs with bill for £3.5m 

https://www.heraldscotland.com/business_hq/18826429.circuit-breaker-hits-pubs-bill-3-5m/ 

Scottish hospitality campaigners have revealed operators have been left nursing a £3.5 million bill 

because of the three-week “circuit breaker” imposed to suppress coronavirus in the central belt. The 

newly-formed Scottish Hospitality Group, whose members include the Di Maggio’s Restaurant Group 

and Ayrshire bar firm Buzzworks, has released figures that it says show the cost to its members to 

keep their 200-plus establishments closed for the period. The figures were released shortly before 

First Minister Nicola Sturgeon signalled that hospitality venues such as restaurants will be allowed to 

open from next week – providing they do not sell alcohol. Ms Sturgeon intimated that the central 

belt, including Glasgow and Edinburgh, would be placed into level three of Scotland’s new five-tier 

coronavirus lockdown system, which comes into effect on November 2. […] 

Source: The Herald, 28 October 2020 
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Pub owner urges timed alcohol ban to support hospitality 

https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18829081.pub-owner-urges-timed-alcohol-ban-support-

hospitality/ 

A pub owner is urging the Government to impose an alcohol ban in shops amid fears he will not be 

able to trade again until after Christmas. Ciano Rebecchi closed the Burns Lounge in Greenock, 

Inverclyde, in March as nationwide lockdown restrictions were rolled out across the UK, closing non-

essential businesses. He fears that the hospitality sector is being unfairly targeted by the Scottish 

Government and while pubs are closed, illegal house parties are thriving. He is now calling for 

restricted hours for alcohol sales. […] 

Source: The Herald, 28 October 2020 

Coronavirus: Restaurant ban risks cafe overcrowding and virus spread 

https://www.heraldscotland.com/business_hq/18818424.coronavirus-restaurant-ban-risks-cafe-

overcrowding-virus-spread/ 

The restaurant ban in Scotland’s central belt is resulting in cafes struggling to cope with a surge in 

customers which could pose more of a risk to public health than keeping bigger premises open, it 

has been suggested. Luke Tracey, the soon-to-be new chairman of Glasgow Restaurateur’s 

Association, said the restrictions had led to some cafes “cramming” higher numbers of customers in 

than they are set up for, which he said appeared to be “completely counter-productive” to the aim 

of reducing the spread of Covid. […] 

Source: The Herald, 24 October 2020 

Coronavirus: Pub owners begin legal fight 

https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18814690.coronavirus-pub-owners-begin-legal-fight/ 

Five of Scotland’s hospitality industry bodies are to begin legal action against the Scottish 

Government for restrictions they say have targeted pubs 'with no sound evidence.' The Scottish Beer 

& Pub Association, The Scottish Licensed Trade Association, UKHospitality (Scotland), the Scottish 

Hospitality Group and the Night Time Industries Association Scotland said they had been advised by 

a legal expert that there is a case for a Judicial Review. […] 

Source: The Herald, 22 October 2020 

Coronavirus: Glasgow restaurants can continue to operate 

https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18815914.coronavirus-restaurants-told-can-continue-

operate/ 

More businesses in Glasgow have been told they can remain open following court action centering 

on whether establishments can be categorised as cafes or restaurants. Glasgow City Council 

confirmed it had agreed with a sheriff not to serve prohibition notices to four businesses run by two 

operators, including Italian firm Sartis, which has three premises in the city centre. […] 
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Source: The Herald, 22 October 2020 

On the rocks: Scotland's relationship with alcohol 

https://www.holyrood.com/inside-politics/view,on-the-rocks-scotlands-relationship-with-alcohol 

“We’re conditioned to believe that alcohol is pertinent to every moment. Celebrate, commiserate, 

congratulate. It brings us success, it brings us happiness, it brings us our partners, it brings us 

entertainment, fun. It is the source of all things. Removing it may as well be the end of your life.” At 

one point, not so long ago, Ruari Fairbairns believed all these things to be true. […] But it was also 

wrecking his marriage and relationship with his young children, and it was this revelation that made 

him re-evaluate his relationship with alcohol – along with 70,000 other people across the world. 

After quitting alcohol, Fairbairns and his colleague Andy Ramage set up an online alcohol prevention 

programme called One Year No Beer, which is designed to challenge people’s perception of and 

relationship with alcohol rather than simply working on the basis of complete abstinence. […] 

Source: Holyrood, 22 October 2020 

Mental illness and substance use: the two often go hand in hand so why is it so difficult to get 

help? 

https://theconversation.com/mental-illness-and-substance-use-the-two-often-go-hand-in-hand-so-

why-is-it-so-difficult-to-get-help-147969 

In the UK it’s estimated that 86% of people who access treatment for alcohol use experience mental 

health problems. Similarly, 70% of people in treatment for drug dependency also have a mental 

illness. For those people that report coexisting mental health difficulties, depressive and anxiety 

symptoms tend to be the most common. Often people with substance use issues find getting help 

for their mental health is difficult and frustrating – as there’s often the view from mental health 

professionals that patients need to stop using drugs or alcohol before they can access treatment. […] 

Someone with both a mental illness and substance use disorder is considered to have a “dual 

diagnosis” […] As part of my ongoing PhD research, I sent a freedom of information request to every 

mental health trust within England. I wanted to find out if high-quality and integrated care exists for 

people with a dual diagnosis. […] 

Source: The Conversation, 28 October 2020 

Alcohol-free Guinness set to hit shelves in Britain and Ireland 

https://www.theguardian.com/food/2020/oct/22/alcohol-free-guinness-set-to-hit-shelves-in-

britain-and-ireland 

The global drinks company Diageo is to further raise the stakes in the burgeoning low- and no-

alcohol drinks sector next week by launching a booze-free version of Guinness in Britain and Ireland. 

Guinness 0.0 goes on sale in 4-440ml can packs in off-licences, and Waitrose and Morrisons 

supermarkets from Monday, before being rolled out to other retailers. But pubgoers will have to 

wait until next spring to enjoy the new version of the popular Irish stout on draft, while it will be 

launched in other parts of the world later in 2021. Even before lockdown, an increasing number of 

brewers were offering more no- and low-alcohol alternatives, while Covid-related restrictions have 
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increased consumers’ thirst for hangover-free options as drinking habits have become home-based. 

[…] 

Source: The Guardian, 22 October 2020 

Alcohol in the pandemic: the perfect storm 

https://recoveryreview.blog/2020/10/25/alcohol-in-the-pandemic-the-perfect-storm/ 

Are people drinking more or less in the UK since the pandemic started? The answer is ‘both’. While 

overall sales of alcohol are down (sales receipts from HMRC show a 2.4% drop Apr-July 2020), it 

looks like those who were drinking in the most hazardous fashion previously, are now drinking more. 

[…] 

Source: Recovery Review, 25 October 2020 

Alcohol-specific hospital admissions 

https://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/2020/10/alcohol-specific-hospital-admissions-4/ 

NHS Digital has released Alcohol-specific hospital admissions and Emergency alcohol-specific 

readmission to any hospital within 30 days of discharge following an alcohol-specific admission. 

[end] 

Source: DB Recovery Resources, 23 October 2020 

Not consultation – partnership: lessons from alcohol services’ work with Punjabi communities 

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/blog/2020/not-consultation-partnership-lessons-from-alcohol-

services-work-with-punjabi-communities 

In this blog, Professor Sarah Galvani discusses the lessons we can learn from guidance on alcohol 

services' work with Punjabi communities, published in June this year. “When our guidance on 

Supporting Punjabi People with Alcohol Problems was press released it attracted national and 

international interest. While I’d like to think this was solely about the originality and quality of our 

work, I was also aware this came amid intense media interest in the Black Lives Matter movement. 

The challenge for all sectors of society, including alcohol service providers, is to ensure a far deeper 

understanding of the role of alcohol in our diverse communities and to ensure that understanding is 

translated to practice.” […] 

Source: Alcohol Change UK, October 2020 

Lockdown: smoking cessation doubled but 40% downed a risky amount of booze 

https://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/2020/10/lockdown-smoking-cessation-doubled-but-40-

downed-a-risky-amount-of-booze/ 

University College London analysed surveys taken monthly to examine people’s smoking, drinking 

and quitting habits. It found that, while twice as many adults said they were trying to cut down on 

alcohol, almost 40% practiced risky drinking in lockdown. 
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Source: DB Recovery Resources, 23 October 2020 

Managing older people’s perceptions of alcohol-related risk 

https://www.dbrecoveryresources.com/2020/10/managing-older-peoples-perceptions-of-alcohol-

related-risk/ 

Newcastle University confirmed that older people can struggle to recognise potential risks or 

perceive little gain in acting on perceived risks of alcohol use. Such perceptions can be challenging to 

navigate in supportive discussions, including for doctors. [end] 

Source: DB Recovery Resources, 28 October 2020 

How Does Adolescent Alcohol Use Affect the Developing Brain? 

https://kids.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/frym.2020.525155 

What does it mean to have a developing brain and why do drugs, including alcohol, impact 

adolescents differently than adults? It is a common misconception that drugs have the same effects 

on everyone, however the truth is, the biological playing field is not level—we all have a different 

susceptibility to drug-related harm. This is particularly true for young people who are under 25, 

because their brains are still under construction. In this article, we investigate the characteristics of 

the developing brain and assess the impact alcohol on the brain. We also summarize some ways that 

alcohol-related harm to the brain can be minimized. […] 

Source: Frontiers for Young Minds, 23 October 2020 

Alcohol in pregnancy 

https://play.acast.com/s/saywhytodrugs/alcoholinpregnancy 

[…] In the first episode of a new little run, Suzi speaks to epidemiologists Dr Kate Fleming and Dr 

Luisa Zuccolo about what we know about the evidence around the risks of drinking alcohol during 

pregnancy. How do they compare to other things women are advised against doing, like smoking, or 

eating soft cheese? Why does alcohol seem to be so divisive an issue in pregnancy? We also talk 

about plans to keep better records about alcohol use in pregnancy, and how this got somewhat 

misreported in the media in recent weeks. [end] 

Source: [Podcast] Say Why To Drugs, Acast, 22 October 2020 

Edinburgh service for people with alcohol-related brain damage given mental health award 

https://www.scotsman.com/health/edinburgh-service-people-alcohol-related-brain-damage-given-

mental-health-award-3012469 

Milestone is an alcohol-free 10-bed residential facility in Edinburgh which offers short-term care to 

people with ARBD who no longer need medical care, but are not yet ready to go home. It has won 

the award for the most innovative mental health service from the Mental Health and Wellbeing 

Awards, with judges describing the team of staff as “going the extra mile with excellent outcomes”. 

[…] 
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Source: The Scotsman, 23 October 2020 

Behzinga: How I overcame drinking and depression 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/newsbeat-54576448 

On YouTube, he appears as a really fun and outgoing guy - but inside, he felt miserable. Ethan Payne, 

who you might know as Behzinga, is one of the biggest YouTubers in the UK with over four million 

subscribers. He's one of the Sidemen - arguably the UK's most popular YouTube collective. He spoke 

to Radio 1 Newsbeat about overcoming his heavy drinking and depression - it's the first time he has 

opened up about his mental health. […] 

Source: BBC Newsbeat, 22 October 2020 
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